Cleaning Instructions

700ml Shaker TO GO™

1. Open the mouth piece cover and unscrew lid from the shaker cup.

2. Pull the turbine to remove from the lid.

3. Remove the flexible seal from lid, noting seal orientation to help when reassembling.

**PLEASE NOTE:** The rubber piece on the lid cover cannot be removed as it is molded to the plastic ensuring no gaps for grime to hide.

4.1 Wash the shaker lid (with cover left open), turbine and shaker cup in the dishwasher (top rack only). **Hand wash the flexible seal or...**

4.2 Hand wash all components with hot soapy water.

5. Ensure all components of the shaker are completely dry before reassembling.

6. Replace the flexible seal with the step on the seal facing downwards. Click turbine back into the lid, screw the lid back on and close the cover. Enjoy!
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Use and Care

700ml Shaker TO GO™

Shake things up with the Sistema® Shaker TO GO™. It is perfect for taking your shakes on the go. Simply fill the shaker with your powder and milk or water, twist the lid on, ensure the mouth piece cover is closed and shake.

The Sistema® Shaker TO GO™ features a grooved base to agitate powder and mix drinks, while the spiral spider turbine breaks up powder and aerates the liquid. It has an inserted grip for secure handling, and an internal thread so the base can be used comfortably as a drinking cup.

Use and Care

To keep your new shaker looking its best, we recommend the following:

- Remove label and wash before use.
- Do not use abrasive cleaners or scrubbers since they may dull the finish.
- The Shaker TO GO™ is made of materials that are safe for normal household dishwashers. Be sure that the Shaker TO GO™ is secured in the top rack so that it does not come in contact with the dishwasher element to avoid melting.
- The Shaker TO GO™ is made of materials that are safe for freezer use. Please note that plastics are less flexible when cold or frozen and may break if dropped. Also note that water expands when frozen, so when filled to capacity the shaker could expand or crack.
- Do not use utensils with sharp edges (i.e. knives) in the shaker, as they could scratch or scuff the container surface.
- Dairy, juice, or other liquids that spoil easily should not be kept in the Shaker TO GO™ for prolonged periods.
  Juice may start to ferment in as little as a day.

CAUTION: Not intended for use with hot liquids or carbonated beverages. Hot liquids may cause the sides of the Shaker TO GO™ to get very hot to touch, and any pressure build-up in the container could cause the lid to pop open unexpectedly, leading to injury or spills.
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